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What is sand?

 Size: 1/16 mm to 2 mm 

 Composition: mainly quartz, augite, hornblende 
(green and brown), hypersthene, and garnet

 Augite dominates: Tillamook Head to Cape 
Foulweather

 Hornblende and hypersthene: Columbia River to 
Tillamook Head, Cape Foulweather south

 Garnet: increases to the south, though a smaller 
component everywhere
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Where does sand come from?

 Rivers?
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Baker et al. 2010
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Where does sand come from?

 Rivers?

 Local erosion?
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Origins of beach/dune sand

 Columbia/Umpqua Rivers

 hypersthene

 Coast range volcanic source

 augite

 Klamath Mtns. metamorphic source

 garnet
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Clemens and Komar 1988
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RoundAngular
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Clemens and Komar 1988
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Clemens and Komar 1988
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Peterson et al., 2007
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Where did sand come from?

 Perhaps from the south, N. CA

 Climate models indicate much stronger 
northward winds at that time, therefore 
northward littoral transport

 Sand would have accumulated at Heceta Bank 
depocenter
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CMNP July 2010 1 sand sources

Slides:

3. Not from rivers, except for the Columbia. 

4. Rivers trap (not produce) sand, sand drops out with waves and tides. Sand drops out ~7m/s velocity (see above) of stream = no sand left.  Sand drops out before it hits the coast. Sand comes from beaches.  Sediments with larger particle size (e.g. cobbles to gravel) show greater/faster sedimentation or fall out quicker in the water column.  Greater water velocity (on the Y) shows greater transportation of sediments but as some point is strong enough to start eroding sediments.  Sand is smaller and doesn’t compact as well and necessitates lower water velocities to be eroded than clay and silt that pack tightly and gravel to boulders which are heavier and harder to erode and move.

5. Coastal bays act as traps for beach sand but rivers trap and take sand from beaches Tillamook Bay. 

6. When low sea level during glacial maximum (~20,000yrs. Ago) got an increase in river levels, no bays present, sand was from rivers then. Once currents build up and sand builds up, the bay narrows.  Increase the flow speed = sand exported.

(See Baker et al. 2010 for more information on sedimentation on the Columbia River Estuary, OR)

7. Estuary hydraulic factor is a quantity correlated with the importance of tidal flow relative to river flow.  The higher the hydraulic factor, the less important river flow is in moving sediment, and the greater likelihood the estuary is a net importer of beach sand.  Rivers to the left of around 10 are net exporters of sand to the ocean, rivers greater than 10 are net traps of sand.

8. Estuary hydraulic factor is a quantity correlated with the importance of tidal flow relative to river flow.  The higher the hydraulic factor, the less important river flow is in moving sediment, and the greater likelihood the estuary is a net importer of beach sand.  Rivers to the left of around 10 are net exporters of sand to the ocean, rivers greater than 10 are net traps of sand.

The y-axis is the calculated amount of sand input to river system per year.  NOTE: this is log scale, the range here is 1000x.  Columbia has an enormous sediment load, and is a net exporter (moderate) but its high load makes this moderate export high in absolute terms.

Only the Rogue and Klamath estuaries (outside the Columbia) are predicted to contribute much sand to the beach (these are on the left and high).

11. Mid-coast rivers and beaches sands composed primarily of augite (80%), indicating river source or perhaps coastal erosion source on the mid-coast.

Abrupt shift at Tillamook Head due to Columbia River sand, which is primarily hypersthene (45%) with hornblende (22%) and augite (19%), with garnet only 1%.  Abrupt shift indicates Columbia River sand can't move south of Tillamook Head.

(See Clemens and Komar 1988 for Oregon beach-sand production)

12. Angular grains =recently deposited less time for rounding

14. ”Thousands of years” are required for the rounding of sand grains.  Rounding does not occur in the river environment (e.g. Fort Stevens), only in the marine (e.g. Cannon Beach) (Clemens and Komar 1988). Bars on graphs describe percentage of grain sphericity (e.g. Very angular, angular, subangular etc.) at each site.

15. Histogram of the percentage of grain angularity, see key below graphs for abbreviations. Angular grains recently deposited from river (like Columbia) with high flow.  Rounded old sand from beaches ~5000yrs. Old to round that way.  After Tillamook head all rounded, not from river.

No exchange of sand above and below Tillamook Head.

16. Last Ice Age – all sand from Kalamath (S to N sand movement ~20,000years ago).

Sand coming from N. California hit stonewall banks around Heceta Head and Cape Perpetua and sand pused inland to form dunes

Oregon Coast during Glacial Maxima of Late Pleistocene.  Shows 50m and 130m isobaths (or depth contours) = solid lines

The average depth for the closure, e.g. limit of littoral transport? at 75m = dashed line.

Graph inlay shows change in sea level height below the present during the 20,000 to 80,000 years before the present.

(see Peterson, C.D. et al. 2007 for more info. on the Oregon Coastal dune sheet)

17. Last Ice Age – all sand from Kalamath (S to N sand movement ~20,000years ago).

Sand coming from N. California hit stonewall banks around Heceta Head and Cape Perpetua and sand pused inland to form dunes

Oregon Coast during Glacial Maxima of Late Pleistocene.  Shows 50m and 130m isobaths (or depth contours) = solid lines

The average depth for the closure, e.g. limit of littoral transport? at 75m = dashed line.

Graph inlay shows change in sea level height below the present during the 20,000 to 80,000 years before the present

Depocenter = sand deposition site  Northward Littoral drift and onshore Eolian transport during late pleistocene = dune formation.  Onshore wave transport  and longshore dispersal in mid-late Holocene. 

(see Peterson, C.D. et al. 2007 for more info. on the Oregon Coastal dune sheet)



















